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In tilis lecture I will provide some insight into the recent work
of Chilling'ollol'th, Marsden and Wan [19821 on the traction problem
in elasto--statics. This work extends earlier results of
Signori.ni and 5toppelll on the same problem. After briefly
describing the principal features of the' approach, !. shall
explain how they ,ue related to line3ri~ation stability and to
other bifurcation problems in mechanics by means of a series of
remarks.

Let 8 C R3 be the reference configuration and cP:B - n3

a configuration. Let F g ~ be the associated deformation
gradient. and W(F) a materially frame indifferent stored energy
function. that is, W depends on F only through the point
values of the Cauchy-Green tensor C g FTF, where FT is the
transpose of F. Let l = (B,1) denote a (dead) load, where
B:B - "3 is lhe body force and 1:a8 - R3 is the surface

traction. If P = ~: denotes the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress,

the elasto-static equations are

DIV P + B = 0
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where N is tJle unit outward normal to aB
evaluated on the (unknown) conHguration cjl.

<i.,¢,> f B-I/J dV + f t·~ dA,
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and P is
Letting

we recall th.. l under tJu~ assumption of sufficient regularity, ¢
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Type of ItO 52, Number of Solutions = n
0

0 4 points 4

I 2 point.s U HlP I 4 < n ~ 6

2 t point U RlP2 4 <; n ~ 14

3 HIPI U nlP I 4 ~ n ~ B

4 SO() ~ RR3 4 < n < 40

whose critical points are in one to one correspondence with
solutions of (E). A study of f leads to the results on the
number of solutions shown in the accompanying table.

(h.o.t. medns 'higher order terms'), where u ft satisfies the
Q..O

equations of linear elasticity with loads Ql0 (projected to

the equilibrat.ed loads). 'I'he term <QltO,Id> on 50(3) will

have degeneracies if to has some ·symmetries'. Let S1
0

denote the set of critical points of the function

Q .......... <QR.O,Id>. We classify the loads according to the

topology of St as shown in the accompanying table. The
o

critical points of f),t can be studied by a further Liapunov-

Schmidt reduction LO 51 I after removing a factor of A, one
~ 0

obtains a function £:5
10

--# R,

~ A
f(Q) = -<QR.,ld> - "2 <Q1o,uQ1 >+ h.o.t.

o
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Some computaLion shows that f)'l has the form

By using a varlallt. of t.he l,iapunov-Schniidt procedure one
shows that there is ii [ullction fht :50(3) --;. R whose critical
point.s drc ill one to one correspondence with solutions of (E)
near 50(31. ny using Llusternick-Schnirelmann category one
concludes that (£) has al least four solutions, one of which is
a (locall minimum of t.he energy.

1s II cl'it1c<l1 point of

c(e,e) ;;;. IlleP

is tJtahle:

(113) the class"iaal. clastic1:ty tem:ol'

d
2

W Ic • 4 ilcaC c. Id

"nd in fact, for purposes of stability cdlcul"'lions, assUlllt! t.he
stronger condition

-011) th...- lacft31"ence coni'igr.4'l'ation i.: .JtPCHl:-j·I'ec; that io,
P • 0 uh.~ ¢ = Id

We make three assumptions:

For t = 0, any ~. Q E 50(3) is a solution of (E). Th~se

arc the trivial solutions. Let to be given and look at loads
H. for x near 10 and >. small. The kernel of the equations
of linear elasticity, Le. equations (E) linearized at ¢ = Q and
wit.h A" 0 is T~O(3) the tangent space to 50(3) at
Q E SOD). In fact, it follows frolll 0131 that 50(3) is a non
degenerate critical manifold for Vo and so every painL of 50(3)
is a possible bifurcation point.

It iv,t.) solves IE) then the diver9~n<:e theorem shows

lJlilt tho total force is zero: ft .. I
s

8 dV + I
3S

T<lA" O. By

using a suitable rotation we can also assume that I. is
eqUIlibrated relative to the reference configuration:

fi x x .. f B(X) x X dV(X) + J T(X) x X <lA(X) ,,0.
6 as

Is WIF) dV - <£,.:->

J~ a solution of IE) if and only if
l.I,£: tuncl ion
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Let 50(31 " {QIQ is a linear map of R3 to R3,
"let = Identity = Id and det Q .. I} denote the rotation group
111 R3. Observe that from materi"l frame indifference,
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All of these examples suggest that there must be a deep
unified connection between symmetry and bifurcation which surfaces
in different ways for different types of problems.

5. COnnections between symmet.ry and bifurcation are also pre
valent in dynamics as well as in statics. We mention one example
for illustration. The Lagrange top, i.e. the heavy top with two
equal moments of inertial is an integrable system because of its
symmetry. If this synmetry is broken by slightly altering the
moments of inertia, there is a bifurcation from a homocllnic
orbit to aperiodic solutions by the introduction of Smale
horseshoes. See Holmes and Marsden I 19821 for details.

4. There is an interesting parallel between the results quoted
in the preceding remark and some recent results in classical
relativistic field theory. The space of solutions of the Yang
Mills or Einstein Yang-Mills equations on a spatially compact
spacetime has a quadratic singularity at each point with symmetry.
tha t is a t each sol ution wi th an isotropy group of dimension

;il> I relative to the act.ion of the appropriate gauge group. As
one continually breaks !>ylllllletry by descending through the lattice
of subgroups, one arrives at the generic solutions with at most
discrete sylllllletrics, at which point the solution set is a smooth
manifold. When one attempts to write solutions in a perturbation
series, there is a constraint at second order called the Taub
conditions which is analogous to the 51gnorini conditions.
Again it is somewhat remarkable that this is the only obstruction.
lIowever, despite this close analogy, the technical details
apparently have little to do with one another. For details,
references dnd related bifurcation properties of momentum maps
INoether quantities) in meChanics, see Arms, Marsden and
Moncrief (1981).
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namely the SignoriniAI .

Jp.. x u = 0
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Even if t.he Betti form is degenerate, this can be shown to be
the only obstruction. To obtain an aceompAtlyinl} r>arturbatlon
scheme one needs a non-trivial refinement of the classical
schemes proposed by 5ignorioi and Truesdell and Noll.

obstruction to this al order
compatibilit.y conditions:

~ J. L MARSDEN

~h~ nwnb.: t solutions is sh,up (eX'Ullpl~s show that the 1I1aximum
~a.) ~ dChlev~dl and assumes that the Betti form, defined by
.. (Q) ~ <Q(0,u

Q20
> has non-degenerate critical points.

Th.. nlunhen. in this table come frolll Rco:out' s theare
applied to ,UI dssociated system of cubic polynomials on ~he
.Jo\ilile coverinlJ: the number of solutions br h· f RlPs
can be as many as ()5+1_1)/2. nnc ln9 rom

For loads t near type I loads to and A
sOlutions are arranged as follows Th small, the

h • ere are two unique solutions
ncar t e two points of 5tO and two. three or four nCdr the set
HI' I ::=0 5 I Th 1" I• ese so utlons on Hp can bifurcate according
to the astroid bifurcation, which is a symmetric marcia e of four
cusps. The stabilities can be explicitly calculated. CJ

We now make some remarks to put the above results
perspective. in

I. The role of the group so (3) in this problem d1ffers from
~h'lt considered by several other authors Isee the lectures of
Schaeffer dnd Dancer in these proceedings) in the follOWing two
ways:

la) the group 50(3) acts freely on the set of trivial
solutions

dnd (hi the group 50(3) acts on the parclllleter space (the spclce
of loads) as ~ell h

ft as on t e configuration space Ithe
spaCe of 41's).

o.,spi lo the di f ferences thece is the COllllllOn fea ture th t
Lifurcation points can be described and classified by ~heir
deljree of sYDlIIletry, which is closely linked with their degree
of do ljcn(u"acy •

2. The techniques can be adapted to more degenerate situations.
~or cXdmp~e, for the problem of the Rivlin cube discussed in
Schaeffer s lectures, one can show that for small normal loads
and any isotropic material, there are homogeneous solutions in
one to one correspondence with HlP:!.

1. As its nllme implies, lineari"atiOll stability refers to the
~lability of solvability of nonlinear equations under the process
,)f linearizatIon. In elasticity, if lu ,til is a solution of
lhe linearized problem (With i equilIbrated) one asks if
th"re 1s a curve 1
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